
 
 

Job title  Director, CCI 

Reports to   Chief Administrative Officer 

 
Job purpose 
Reporting to the Chief Administrative Officer, this position is responsible for implementing the vision of 
the CCI    (Cold Climate Innovation Centre) Advisory Council.  This position will direct the growth of the 
CCI to become an internationally renowned centre for innovation in cold climate technologies.  The 
Director will have experience building businesses and working in the multi-stakeholder world of 
academic research. 
 
This position will involve specifying and implementing operating plans for the next five years with both 
short and long term objectives.  The position will receive overall direction and be accountable to the CCI 
Advisory Council and the CAO and AVPO.  Day to day supervision and coordination will come from the 
Chief Administrative Officer 
 
The Director will operate at a local, national and international level to develop an environment where 
businesses from across the globe will want to be associated with the Centre.  The incumbent’s contacts 
in the academic and applied research field will add to the creditability of the centre and serve to 
encourage the research directors of businesses to spend some of their R&D dollars in the Yukon.  In 
addition to their research background, the incumbent will be comfortable operating in the business, for-
profit, environment and have experience with the commercialization process. 
 
The mandate of the Yukon Cold Climate Innovation Centre is to bring together business, community, 
education and government interests so that they can explore opportunities for developing new 
commercially viable cold climate applications and performs other related duties.  The CCI is a division 
of the Yukon College, Community, Innovation and Development.  
 
Duties and responsibilities 
 
a) Implements the CCI vision by: 

 

 working with CCI Advisory Council, Chief Administrative Officer and the Vice-President, 
Research to build a strategy with short and long term objectives that fulfills the overall vision; 

 determining and implementing cluster and innovation best practices; 

 building an environment where businesses will establish themselves in order to develop 
commercially viable cold climate products; 

 championing innovation for the benefit of northerners while fostering a return on the 
investments by corporations and applied researchers; 

 working closely with academic stakeholders to provide a strong applied research base through 
visiting researchers and building local capacity. 

 
b) Networking and marketing CCI services by: 

 representing the CCI on committees, in meetings, and at conferences as needed to assist CCI 
in becoming an internationally recognized centre for cold climate research and development 
that is attractive to researchers and businesses; 

 effectively communicating complex business, technical and scientific information with contacts 
as varied as top scientists, venture capitalists, entrepreneurs, attorneys, CEOs, bureaucrats 
and political leaders;  



 maintaining on-going relationships with academic partners and identifying opportunities for 
future collaborations as directed by College (CAO), and CCI Council; 

 maintaining a network of contacts and concentrating those interactions to serve Yukon’s 
industry in relevant issues and specialized or broad based cold climate fields. 

 
c) Facilitating commercialization and idea generation by: 

 

 using skills and relationships to assist CCI partners and clients in bridging basic research and 
applied uses as solutions to cold climate challenges; 

 facilitating the enhancement of the infrastructure that facilitates moving IP (Intellectual Property) 
into the marketplace;  

 evaluating market potential for technology commercialization;   

 identifying potential research opportunities within the Yukon both to organizations in and 
outside of the territory, and visualizing potential utilities of new discoveries;  

 maintaining knowledge of the structure and technological needs of key industries and 
organizations dealing with cold climate issues. 

 
d) Managing the operations of the CCI by: 

 

 pursuing and applying for funding from both private and public sectors to cover operational and 
capital expenses; 

 regularly reporting on operations, resources, performance, costs, client satisfaction and new 
opportunities to board of directors; 

 anticipating possible situations and utilizing problem solving skills and initiative in handling them 
in a manner that best protects CCI reputation and relationships; 

 ensuring the proper implementation of control systems necessary to ensure CCI remains in 
compliance with funding agencies;   

 completing tasks in an accurate and timely manner despite conflicting priorities and deadlines;   

 preparing annual operating budgets for board approval; managing CCI day-to-day operations 
within budgets; 

 managing personnel – analyzing & filling staffing needs, writing job descriptions, ensuring staff 
understand and adhere to operational objectives and related procedures, routinely 
administering performance reviews, communicating and encouraging staff development 
opportunities to employees when applicable, ensuring accurate payroll & expense claims; 

 ensuring a safe work environment for all employees at all times;      

 participating in the negotiation of agreements between CCI and industry, education, business 
etc. 

 
 
Qualifications 

 Bachelor of Engineering or preferably a Ph.D. degree, combined with business experience gained in a 
technical environment. A combination of relevant post-secondary experience and substantial business 
experience could be considered equivalent.  

 Research, business and academic writing experience. 

 Knowledge of current telecommunications technologies. 

 Strong analytical skills. 

 Work in a cross-cultural environment. 

 Advanced computer skills. 

 Budgeting and financial skills. 

 Good organizational and project management skills. 

 Excellent written and oral communication skills. 

 Knowledge of cold climate technology industry and key organizations in it. 

 Knowledge of website development. 

 Marketing practices and principles. 

 General business practices and principles. 



 Understanding of communications strategies, marketing, media relations, and coordination of public 
events. 

 Knowledge of telecommunications industry specific regulations & legislation. 

 Knowledge of external political, economical and technological climate as it impacts promotion of the 
Centre. 

 Knowledge of technology transfer processes and related issues such as intellectual property protection, 
and copyright. 

 Knowledge of negotiating techniques. 

 Knowledge of the patent process and of IP (Intellectual Property) laws and fundamental principles 
 
Working conditions 
Normal office environment.  
 
 
Physical requirements 
N/A 
 
Direct reports 
N/A 
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